
A community-based green settlement approach



A society needs to develop, new trends need to be accepted, understood and 
implemented by the people, who use these trends. There is a close relationship 
between the environment and living beings, which is described by the term Ecology 
1. People are interacting with the environment, - in a situation, where planners are 
creating new living environments, they are imposing something new to the people. 

This project will show some examples, were the development of a community and 
the development of an ecologic environment - neighbourhood, goes hand in hand. 
The communities in these examples have been formed through self-initiated 
ecologic, green building projects. These are examples, where new technologies and 
new ideas had been implemented at a time when the knowledge of new, ecologic 
friendly approaches was very limited. But a strong community sense made these 
projects successful. 

Planners: Focusing on the Community

1 The relations and interactions of living beings with their environment

The relation of a community and the built environment 



The Role of the Community in a Green Future

Moving ahead Walking cities, a theoretical approach from Archigram
in 1964. Built for a modern, flexible and cosmopolitan community.



In the early seventies, dramatically rising prizes of crude oil - and therefore energy, 
stirred up Europe. The people changed their behaviour of environmental and 
energy related issues - the notion started to cover a wide field of related actions, 
such as a healthy, green living, clean and organic food, reliable consumer products 
and so on.  A whole new lifestyle emerged. 

Change of Paradigms
Oil Crisis 1972



World average Oil prices in US$ / Barrel

Oil Crisis 1972

average 2007 so far : 66.20 US$ per Barrelaverage 1973: 3.80 US$ per Barrel



Caused by dramatic rising energy prizes, life-time considerations of a building 
became an important issue. Suddenly, running a building became very very 
expensive. 
Example: KSP - one of our old clients from the 70ies came back and asked us to 
help him. The total running costs during 5 years of this building were equivalent to 
the total construction costs. It was cheaper to tear it down and build a new one - 
just because of its energy-consumption. That completely changed the perception of 
house-owners to their property. If one owns a house, he is likely to think about its 
performance.

During the years, a set of new regulations and standards have been implemented:

... life-cycle considerations
Oil Crisis 1972



Energy saving in residential buildings / Germany

Energy Consumption



Energy saving in residential buildings / Germany

Energy Consumption



Early ideas and trends in the building sector
Early start of the ecologic movement in Germany can be characterised by a Back 
to the Nature approach. Relatively little technology was involved in any green or 
ecologic project. Clothing, food, transportation, life-style anything was green, but 
with as little technology involved as possible. 

That changed after some time, when the Green Notion became a generally accepted 
trend, and green products became a normal sight. Since the nineties, a different 
approach to the ecologic notion was, to develop ecologic and green products and 
projects, by a High-Tech approach. 

Finally, it seems, that a combination of these two approaches are feasible in terms 
of economy and efficiency. Nowadays, Integrated Projects are using high-tech 
approaches and low-tech approaches at the same time to create a green, 
comfortable and ecologic lifestyle for the community together with a financially 
liable cost management. It took its in Germany, to develop the principle of Eco-
efficiency, which describes a way to develop in an Eco-friendly and economic 
successful manner at the same time. Now, it is commonly acknowledged, that only a 
harmonious development, in accordance with integrated principles will create 
sustainable, ecologically and economically projects in the long-run.

Two trends in the development of ecologic buildings:



active technologies passive technologies

life-cycle management

Green Building Technology

integrated planning

Green Building Issues and Approaches
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Low-tech approach

High-tech approach

evolved into an

Integrated approach - which also covers social aspects

Green Community Issues and Approaches



Hannover 1985
"Laher Wiesn"

1. Low-Tech approach
back 2 the nature



1. Low-Tech approach
back 2 the nature



Ecologic Low-Tech Concept
 “Laher Wiesen” was built upon a Low-Tech Green Building approach. To achieve 
low building costs, it has no basements, and building materials are of relatively low 
quality and low prices. but, a careful planning allowed to build up a sustainable long-
lasting project with a good energy performance, comfortable climate and socially 
sound environment. 

General Aspects
• Size: 2.6 ha green-field development. Build by owner.
• Location: Urban fringe of Hannover / Germany
• Type: Settlement with two-floor single family townhouses and additional small 

attached units in the backyard for flexible use.
• 69 housing units (+ potential 28 in backyards)
• Inhabitants: 350
• Density: Low to medium
• Completion: 1984 / 85
• Costs: 9 500 RMB per Square-meter (prizes 1985 without inflation)

1. Low-Tech approach
back 2 the nature



Ecologic Concepts
• Land-use efficient design - flexible use of space
• Fresh- and wastewater concepts
• Strong limitation of sealing ground. Rainwater can enter the ground. 
• Drinking water protection concept
• Waste management: Recycle, composition and reducing waste in the first place
• Energy: Winter-garden as heat-buffer, passive sun-energy, 
• Individual cost scheme, transparent usage and cost control de-central heating
• Building materials and building biology: ecologic green building materials, certified 

paint, no chemical treated woods, 
• Traffic: Car-free access to housing units
• Landscape: Living with nature, Green grass roof, limitation of sealing area, 

comfortable micro-climate through green landscape
• Technology: low-tech approach. passive technologies.

1. Low-Tech approach
back 2 the nature



Social Aspects
A group of people initiated this project driven by a common goal:
- they wanted to live near the school
- and they wanted to provide the best environment for their kids
Layout and facilities have been designed with social aspects in mind. The project 
offers strong community-feeling and identity - until today.

Setup:
Privately forming a legal entity, acquiring the land, hire an architect and engineers.

1. Low-Tech approach
back 2 the nature



 High-Tech with Passive technologies

Freiburg 2000
"Living & Working"

2. Integrated approach



"Living & Working" is the 
first multifamily residence in Germany 
based upon passive-house technology, 
built in 2000, in Freiburg / Breisgau. It is 
a cost-efficient, energy optimising, 
multifamily residence, according to 
German Passive-House 4 standards. 



2. Integrated approach
 High-Tech with active & passive technologies



General approach
It is based upon a specialised system of energy and waste recycle management: The 
energy concept of a passive house, endowed with a gas-operated co-generation 
unit and the alternative sanitation concept. Vacuum toilets and a biogas reactor are 
forming an integrated system, producing biogas which in is used for cooking. The 
remaining sewages are treated in a sewage-treatment plant so that the building is 
not only a passive-house, but also a wastewater-free house. 

Technical Concepts
"Passivhaus Wohnen & Arbeiten", saves 79% of primary energy (including electrical 
power), it offers high comfort. Extra additional costs + 7% compared to a 
conventional new building. The gain from saved energy is able to pay in 15 years.
It is using several different features forming one integrated system:
Energy Concept (Bus System: EIB = "Operating System")
Heating concept
Sanitary concept
Bio-gas
and a Waste Water management system.

 High-Tech with active & passive technologies

2. Integrated approach

http://www.passivhaus-vauban.de/energiekonzept.en.html
http://www.passivhaus-vauban.de/energiekonzept.en.html
http://www.passivhaus-vauban.de/blockheizkraftwerk.en.html
http://www.passivhaus-vauban.de/blockheizkraftwerk.en.html
http://www.passivhaus-vauban.de/blockheizkraftwerk.en.html
http://www.passivhaus-vauban.de/blockheizkraftwerk.en.html
http://www.passivhaus-vauban.de/sanitaerkonzept.html
http://www.passivhaus-vauban.de/sanitaerkonzept.html
http://www.passivhaus-vauban.de/sanitaerkonzept.html
http://www.passivhaus-vauban.de/sanitaerkonzept.html


Social Aspects
The group of people formed a legal entity, which directly addressed an architects 
office and the relevant engineers. A major goal was, to combine living and working 
with state-of-the-art ecologic and social principles. The leading architects are 
members of the group.  
The architecture introduces social features, such as horizontally connecting 
corridors between the units, open architecture, social corners for communication 
and for common activities and groups, living and working in the same place - 
multifunctional spaces.

2. Integrated approach
 High-Tech with active & passive technologies

with strong social aspects



 A residential courtyard in a historic protected area in Beijing is reconstructed using 
100 % German Passive-House Standards, meaning, that the building will be self-
sufficient in producing heat and cooling, only during very cold winter months, there 
will be additional energy needed for warm water supply. It is built by local 
technologies, and original materials, such as bricks and wood. The building envelope 
consists out of 20 cm insulation material, the original building-look will stay 
untouched.

Green Building Projects

General Information
Building type:              Residential
Floor area:         248 sqm
Volume:                      831 cubic meter (heated volume)
Design:          Albrecht Architects / Germany

Completion:         Summer 2007
Construction cost:  2500 RMB / sqm

Main energy saving technology:

Windows: U-Value 1.1

Passive-House Standard - no additional Heating / Cooling 
                                    except 2 months in strong winter

Floor and wall heating and cooling

Warm water supply: Solar-thermal installation

Passive-House Standard in residential courtyard house in Beijing.

Practical implementation in a neighbourhood 



fresh air

The Passive House Standard (excerpt):  “A Passive House is a building, for which thermal comfort (ISO 7730) can be 
achieved solely by post-heating or post-cooling of the fresh air mass, which is required to fulfill sufficient indoor air quality 
conditions (DIN 1946) - without a need for recirculated air.” Energy saved on heating is 80% compared to conventional 
standards of new buildings. The energy requirement for heating is lower than 10 to 20 kWh/(m²a) (depending on climate). 
Link: http://www.passivhaustagung.de/

really good insulation
> 20 cm

fresh air intake

used air outlet

used air

really good windows
3 layer insulation

air-handling unit
with heat-exchange

optional geothermal heat-
exchange

Passive-House principle

http://www.passivhaustagung.de/Passive_House_E/passivehouse_definition.html
http://www.passivhaustagung.de/Passive_House_E/passivehouse_definition.html


Passive-House Standard in residential courtyard house in Beijing.

Practical implementation in a neighbourhood 



The Role of the Community in a Green Future

Leading the Pack A community as a vehicle, to transport new 
development and technologies through an self-initiated bottom-up approach. 



The Role of the Community towards a Green Future



C o m m u n i t y - b a s e d 
approach New advancing green 
building concepts, Eco-City concepts and 
sustainable concepts can only be 
successful, if people who live in them 
fully understand them, and are willing to 
implement new life-styles into their daily 
life. That implies, that the entities of a 
community - the people themselves 
internalise the concepts of ecology. 



A community-based, bottom-up approach seems to be 
a good idea to manifest a new trend under new social 
and technological aspects. 
It also shows, that it has a great value as a 
demonstration project - up to now, more than 6000 
residential passive-houses have been realised in 
Germany. Their impact on awareness-building within 
the society is a big factor. Private and small community-
level approaches prove to be an effective way to 
implement ecologic sound ideas into a building project 
and into a society.  A community is an important 
instrument, if it comes to the development and 
implementation of new social and technical approaches 
on a neighbourhood level. The relations and structure 
of a community to support ecologic and green building 
development  bears a big potential for a future 
development.





thank you
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